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Be confident.

Case Study: Wentworth Douglass Hospital
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital is one of the largest hospitals 
serving New Hampshire and Southern Maine. With more than 
2,000 employees accessing the network, plus countless guests, 
the hospital faces information security concerns familiar to any 
healthcare organization. 

THE CHALLENGE

 >> Protect private patient data

 >> Protect employee data

 >> Understand & assess vulnerabilities

The hospital is committed to protecting private patient data 
as mandated by HIPAA and is also concerned with 
protecting employee data, financial data, and other 
information. The hospital’s information security department 
requires a trusted partner to help them understand and 
assess vulnerabilities, and identify, install, and educate 
them on important security technologies. Over several 
years and many positive engagements, K logix has 
emerged as the trusted partner for Wentworth-Douglass 
Hospital.

THE SOLUTION

 >> WAN Optimization

 >> DLP

 >> Advanced Malware

 >> Web Proxy

 >> Application Penetration Tests

As Wentworth-Douglass’ go-to partner for delivering on its 
defense-in-depth strategy, K logix has provided important 
solutions to the hospital. In addition to solutions for DLP, 
web proxy, WAN optimization, and advanced malware, K 
logix also assisted Wentworth-Douglass with several 
application penetration tests.

ABOUT K LOGIX

We are data security experts. We provide 
security consulting, technology solutions, 
and integration services to organizations. 
Our experienced team and our estab-
lished process help organizations make 
confident security decisions that impact 
their business goals.

Wentworth-Douglass contacted K logix requesting application 
penetration testing services. “The firm we were using had 
workforce limitations,” said Peter Lincoln, Information Security 
Program Manager at Wentworth-Douglass, “I called K logix 
with the request and they quickly stepped up with high 
quality talent. Since then we’ve worked with K logix as our 
preferred partner for application penetration testing.”

The Benefit of Working with K logix:

 >> Quality

 >> Reputation

 >> Knowledge

According to Lincoln, what sets K logix apart is that “K logix is 
always there when we need them. Their team is prompt, 
loyal, and knowledgeable.”

Lincoln went on to say, “K logix has a lot of experience 
providing security solutions to hospitals and healthcare 
organizations, which is very helpful when it comes time to 
source, scope, and implement the best technologies for our 
needs.”


